Text mining is knowledge intensive process in which a user communicates with a collection of documents. Text categorization is a kind of "supervised" learning where the categories are known beforehand and determined in advance for each training document. Manually extraction of keywords is slow, expensive and tedious. Therefore automatic keyword extraction is necessary. Keyphrases help the users to get idea about the content of document. Keameans clustering used for extracting test document from large quantity of text data. In Kea-means algorithm, documents are clustered into several groups like K-means, but the number of clusters is determined automatically by using the extracted keyphrases. Set of training documents and machine learning is used to determine phrases are keyphrase or not.
INTRODUCTION
Number of digital document is grouping exponentially, caused by ever-grouping use of computer. The need for efficient search, indexing, categorization over those documents becomes ever more important. Text categorization is a kind of "supervised" learning where the categories are known beforehand and determined in advance for each training document. Keyphrases describe the content of document, thus enabling the user to decide whether a particular document is relevant for user's information need. A keyphrase is defined as meaningful and significant expression consisting of one or more words in documents [1] . Keyword extraction can be seen as supervised learning. In machine learning, first set of training document is provided to system, each of which has human chosen keywords. Then training model applied to find keyword from new test document. Text mining process includes, Text preprocessing, feature generation, Feature selection classification and clustering.
A.
Clustering :
Clustering method can be used in order to find groups of documents with similar content. Each cluster consists of a number of documents. The quality of clustering is considered better if the contents of the documents within one cluster are more similar and between the clusters more dissimilar. K-mean algorithm use for clustering.
II SUPERVISE LEARNING
Machine Learning (ML) is an area of artificial intelligence concerned with the development of techniques which allow computers to "learn" by the analysis of data sets. The focus of most machine learning methods is on symbolic data. Kea mean algorithm has training and extraction phase. The training data is used to form a model that takes these features and predicts whether or not a candidate phrase will actually appear as a key-phrase, this information is known for the training documents. Then the model is applied to extract likely key-phrases from new documents.
The most well-known and widely used learning algorithm to estimate the values of the weights is the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm. Generally, BP algorithm includes the following six steps:
1. Present a training sample to the neural network. 2. Compare the network's output to the desired output from that sample. Calculate the error in each output neuron.
3. For each neuron, calculate what the output should have been, and a scaling factor, how much lower or higher the output must be adjusted to match the desired output. This is the local error. Adjust the weights of each neuron to lower the local error. 4. Repeat the steps above on the neurons at the previous level.
III FEATURE CALCULATIONS
One of the simple weighting is TF-IDF. This weight is numerical statistic which reflects how important word is to document in collection of corpus. This value increases proportionally to number of times word appears in document Two features are calculated for each candidate phrase and used in training and extraction. On the other hand, if this is a very common term which appears in many other documents, then its relevancy should be reduced. The count of documents having this term divided by total number of documents, which called as the "document frequency". The overall relevancy of a document with respect to a term can be computed using both the term frequency and document frequency.
Relevancy =TF* log(1/DF) ……Equation 1
Keywords are a fundamental part of information retrieval (IR) and as such they have been studied extensively. They are used for everything from, searching to describing a document. The most common selection/weighting schemes are based on collection statistics or using supervised machine learning algorithms. To extract the terms from a document, the following process is common,\  Extract words by tokenize the input streams  Make the words case-insensitive (e.g. transform to all lower case)  Filter out stop words  Stemming (e.g. transform cat, cats, kittens to cat)  the word count of per word/doc combination  the total number of words per doc  the total number of docs per word. And finally compute the TF-IDF.
IV .KEYWORD EXTRACTIONS
Task of automatic keyword extraction is to identify a set of words representive for document. Keyword extraction identify small set of words, keyphrases , keywords which describe meaning of document. Keyword search enables efficient scanning of large document collections. Text categorization techniques can be applied to assign appropriate key-phrases to new documents. The training documents provide a predefined set of key-phrases from which all key-phrases for new documents are chosen. For each key-phrase the training data defines a set of documents that are associated with it. For each key-phrase, standard machine learning techniques are used to create a "classifier" from the training documents, using those associated with it as positive examples and the remainder as negative examples. Given a new document, it is processed by each key-phrase's classifier.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
To extract keyphrases from documents model has to build, which can be used for the purpose of extraction, and train system from some known facts using supervised learning. Hence the implementation of algorithm consists of two steps, Training and extraction. Training is a process for making the machine learn something from the environment by experience. The learning system adapts its parameters by some algorithms to generate the desired output patterns from a given input pattern.
A. Experiment : Keyword search
System is implemented using java. Input for the system is text files. Text files collected from UCI Dataset. After training and testing stage keyphrases extracted from the text documents. These training documents are text documents and must have the ending " .txt". Their key phrase documents are also text documents with the same name but with the ending .key".A model is created for identifying keyphrases, using training documents where the author's keyphrases are known. Keyphrases are choosen from a new document, using the model created during the training process. System is tested using five text files. During testing phase keyphrase are extracted from files.
No.
Text file Keyphrases The result of extraction of keyphrases depends very much on the domain of the training set of documents, because these are the training instances that make the system learn.
Text files are input for system. Using training phase system is learned and using testing phase kephrases are extracted from input test files. Enter keyword which is to be searched, and then clusters are formed. After selecting cluster, list of documents are shown, which are under that cluster as shown in figure 1.1. 
